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malthus, thomas robert (1766-1834) - published 2004 in the biographical dictionary of british economists,
edited by donald rutherford (bristol: thoemmes continuum). malthus, thomas robert (1766-1834) geoffrey m.
hodgson thomas robert malthus was born as a second son of a relatively wealthy, middle-class couple a
biographical dictionary of - digamoee - a biographical dictionary of dissenting economists, second edition
... is available from the british library library of congress cataloguing in publication data arestis, philip, 1941– a
biographical dictionary of dissenting economists / edited by philip arestis and malcolm sawyer.—2nd ed. 1.
economists—biography—dictionaries. curriculum vitae - amcwatermanles.wordpress - in biographical
dictionary of british economists, bristol: thoemmes press, 2004 “william paley”. in biographical dictionary of
british economists , bristol: thoemmes press, 2004. christian gehrke list of publications - unigraz christian gehrke list of publications journal publications 2011 “the joint production method in the treatment of
fixed capital: a comment on david martin: publications books - university of sheffield - 73) ‘john gray’
and ‘william pare’ in the biographical dictionary of british economists, ed. donald rutherford (bristol: thoemmes
continuum, 2004), pp. 451−53, 901−02. 74) ‘charles w. bowerman’ in oxford dictionary of national biography
(oxford: oxford university press, 2004), vol. 6, pp. 925−26. thompson cv 2015 - liberalarts.tulane - 2004
"daniel defoe (1661-1731)," biographical dictionary of british economists, ed. d. rutherford (bristol: thoemmes
press). 2004 "matthew hale (1609-1676)," biographical dictionary of british economists. 2004 "peter paxton (d.
1711)," biographical dictionary of british economists. a brief autobiography of thomas weisskopf from
the ... - a brief autobiography of thomas weisskopf from the biographical dictionary of dissenting economists
(edward elgar, 1999) i was born in 1940 in the united states to immigrant viennese-jewish and danish-lutheran
parents. john h. wood curriculum vitae, january 2016 - bonamy price and nicholas vansittart, in d.
rutherford, ed. biographical dictionary of british economists, thoemmes, 2004. books commercial bank loan
and investment behaviour. wiley, 1975. with norma wood. financial markets. harcourt brace jovanovich, 1985.
edited with allin cottrell and michael lawlor. the causes and consequences of depository vita of hugh rockoff
- rutgers university - vita of hugh rockoff department of economics rutgers university new jersey hall ... “do
economists reach a conclusion on free-banking episodes.” economic journal watch, ... "walter bagehot" in the
biographical dictionary of british economists, edited by donald rutherford. bristol, england: thoemmes
continuum, 2004, 43-49. ... timothy alborn - graduate center, cuny - timothy alborn department of history
lehman college city university of new york ... "the other economists: science and commercial culture in
victorian england." fields in science and religion, history of biology, and history of economic ... , the
biographical dictionary of british economists (bristol, uk: thoemmes press, 2004) curriculum vitae frederic
s. lee - cas2.umkc - (with w. j. samuels) in a biographical dictionary of women economists, edited by r. w.
dimand, m. a. dimand, and e. forget, edward elgar, 2000. “on the genesis of post keynesian economics: alfred
s. eichner, joan robinson and the founding
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